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Introduction
This report presents the results to a series of questions asked of senior business
executives regarding Canada's health care system. Data was collected using the
Fall 1995 wave of The Business A JJnda, COMPAS' twice-yearly survey of CEOs
and senior executives. Interviewing took place by telephone during October and
November, 1995. In total, 404 int~rvjews were completed. Participants were top
corporate executives, wllhmore than half the sample consisting of CEOs,
presidents or business owners. They represent a cross-section of corporate
Canada based on Statistics Cariada's business registry. The overail results can
be considered to be representative of the Canadian business community within
+/- 5.0%, 19 times out of 20 (most conservative estimate).
Known to the public for its polling on behalf of the Financial Post and other
media outlets, COMPAS Inc. is a well-respected, non-partisan survey research
firm. Among research specialists, the firm is recognized for its leadership in
executive and special-audience research. The principal investigator for this
study was COMPAS' senior partner Stephen Kiar (613-237-4493). Appended to
this report are a full set of graphs, an interview schedule (question wording and
detailed results), and a background note on methodological issues (including
characteristics of the sample).
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Attitudes of Business Executives Towards
Canada 's Health Care System

Findings
Healthy Workforce, Reduced Benefit Costs -- Main Benefits of Public
Health System
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Executives identified a healthy workforce (35%) and lower employee benefit
costs (34%) as the two main benefits to companies from Canada's universal,
publicly-financed health care system (two responses accepted). No other benefit
was identified with any comparable frequency.
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Other advantages, cited by relatively small numbers, include:
'-'{; the universality and/or accessibility of coverage (8%),
employees' peace of mind (5%), where the health care system helps reduce
people's fears about the financial consequences of illness, and
o a mobile workforce (3%).
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Significantly, very few executives (2%) pointed to the economic competitiveness
issue -- that is, that our health care system improves the international competitiveness of Canadian businesses. This is somewhat surprising given the salience
of this factor in the health care debate in the United States, and the relative
importance of Canadian-U.S. competition.
, )dther perceived benefits include reduced administration, helping to attract ski lied
" immigrant workers to Canada, spreading the costs consistently across
companies, negative comments about efficiency, and favourable comparisons
vis-à-vis the U.S. health care system.
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